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Drawing from a present need as well as a growing interest towards developing methods to engage participants in research remotely [1,2], this workshop focuses on identifying opportunities and challenges around designing with children from an embodiment perspective [3,4,5,6,10,11,12,13,15]. Themed around whole body interaction and digital technologies [3,7,8,9,10,11,14,15,16,17,18,20,21] the aim of this workshop is to gain methodological insights for the remote participation of children in design, and arrive at design insights addressing the question how we can design remote, inclusive whole body interactions for and with children while attending to child participants’ multimodal communication and bodily engagement [19,21] in a physically dislocated setting [1,2]. The workshop will involve discussions around data gathering from different angles, including relational, ethical, safety and practical perspectives, to create a comprehensive picture of what it entails to orchestrate embodied co-design workshops with children virtually. Outputs from the workshop will contribute to the IDC community by offering methodological insights from attendees’ own experience and presented case studies from researchers and practitioners from both non-academic and academic settings to support children’s embodied engagement in remote workshop situations and beyond.
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1 BACKGROUND

Researchers and practitioners working with children have had to adapt to the variety of challenges brought by Covid-19 pandemic [1,22]. When face-to-face work has had to discontinue, new methodological challenges have emerged [1,2,22]. Co-design is about communication and participation [23,24] and work with whole body interaction requires the participation of a participant’s body, therefore poses unique questions around eliciting, capturing, and enabling participation through whole body in a virtual setting. Remote connection (i.e., connection over a space that is not physically shared), by physical or digital mediators, offers opportunities for participants over long distances within unprecedented, challenging circumstances. Participating in a remote research effort can have benefits, such as an ability to connect with new groups of participants, unexpected collaboration amongst researchers and practitioners synchronously during a research situation and utilizing new methods of communicating and participating. Participation always invites connection. However, remoteness also suggests disconnection. And adapting to a novel situation, such as remote research, inevitably changes dimensions of human connection and interaction. For example, for whole body interaction design in a remote setting, many
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challenges occur: issues relate to the body not being fully visible in a (web)camera to the present other; the technology may not be suitable enough to capture the whole body; and quality issues in internet connection may cause disruptions in the image of the moving body and limit access to what is present in the research situation. Other issues, such as engagement, time, place, and the presence of participants’ careakers are also factors contributing to the complexity of organizing such work.

It is against this background we would like to invite and engage participants to discuss and collaboratively think about ways in which to support multimodal and sensory engagement [19, 21,23] in remote co-design events for whole body interaction with children. We are interested in participants bringing their own experience and questions to explore how we may leverage some of the existing methods in the area of whole body interaction design with children [5, 16, 17], as well as embodied sketching [26] bodystorming [27], and somatoaesthetic approaches [25] to elicit ideas around whole body via, and despite, a remote connection; using a novel technology; or unexpected benefits of a larger international participant cohort. In so doing we aim to identify design opportunities and challenges around online co-design with children and whole body interaction and develop new ways of collaborating and investigating embodied design.

2 WORKSHOP AIMS

In this half-day workshop, we would like to create an interdisciplinary space that enables a group of academic and non-academic researchers and practitioners to come together and exchange and develop ideas and methods around ‘remote design with and for children’ (aged 2-18 years) from an embodiment perspective. Through presentations from invited guests, and exchanges of experiences from participants as well as a number of collaborative and participatory activities tailored for the workshop, our workshop aims to: (1) identify dimensions that support and hinder participatory interaction with and for children’s whole body experiences and (2) define design strategies from an inclusion and participation perspective, and (3) identify and provide opportunities for innovative collaborations around whole body interaction design with children from an embodiment perspective.

2.1 Workshop outputs

- Collaborative journal article(s) drawing from ideas gathered during the workshop relating to design guidelines for remote whole body interaction design with children, specific focus left open to flexibly adjust the focus depending on the workshop outcomes
- List of key criteria/ guidelines for planning co-design workshops with children around whole body interaction design in remote settings which will be disseminated (please see page 5 “Post Workshop Plans” for details)

3 ORGANIZERS

The workshop organizers have been selected based on their diverse experience in embodied whole body interaction design with children in a variety of settings, and research methods development in remote interaction.

Minna Orvokki Nygren is a PhD Candidate at the UCL Knowledge Lab. Her doctoral work has investigated young children’s affective engagement, body movement and embodied participation in meaning making as well as co-design of whole body interactive environments from an embodiment theory perspective to support embodied learning.

Marije Nouwen is a PhD Candidate at the University of Leuven. In her PhD she focuses on how physically separated grandchildren and grandparents can communicate, care and play over distance with (tangible) technologies.

Priscilla van Even is a PhD candidate at KU Leuven. Her PhD focuses on rethinking science communication and uses participatory methods to develop a framework for meaningful and engaging science dissemination. In the past, she has worked on a project that focuses on participatory design in art and design museums with children

Sara Price is Professor of Digital Learning at UCL Knowledge Lab. Her work focuses on design and evaluation of emergent digital technologies for learning and developing methodological approaches for researching embodiment.

Bicke Zaman is Associate Professor in Human-Computer Interaction and research group leader of the Meaningful Interactions Lab (Mintlab), part of the Institute for Media Studies at the Faculty of Social Sciences, KU Leuven, Belgium. She has substantial experience in the field of IDC where her research programmes encompass children and technology, media convergence, and progressive methods including creative forms of research outreach.

Janne Mascha Beuthel is a PhD student at the Center for Human-Computer Interaction at the University of Salzburg. In her research, she combines practices from textile design, principles from participatory design with wearable technologies to speculate on better inclusion and understanding of diverse bodily experiences.

4 WEBSITE

A website for this workshop has been set up at www.remotewholebodyinteraction.wordpress.com. This website will function as a space for organisers to centralise useful information for workshop participants, gather resources relating to the workshop themes, and post-workshop it will also be used to disseminate findings and future work that draws from the workshop.
5 PRE-WORKSHOP PLANS

A call for participation will be shared through IDC, across social media, relevant mailing lists (e.g., CHI, TEI) and personal communication channels. We will also announce the workshop on the websites of organisers’ institutions. This workshop partly spawns from a recent project on designing embodied and sensorimotor interaction for science learning in informal learning contexts [28]. We will also reach out to researchers in related fields as well as key non-academic communities including game design. Therefore, we estimate we will be able to attract a diverse community of minimum 12-15 participants.

Submissions will be reviewed by the organisers and invited reviewers using criteria described in the Call for Participation. Following the alt-chi model, reviewers and articles are not anonymized. Authors will receive notification by the end of May and will be asked to register for the workshop.

6 WORKSHOP STRUCTURE

A half day workshop with participants is planned to take place virtually on 27 June 2021 13:00-16:45 (GMT+1) during IDC 2021 Conference. Workshop activities and discussions will take place both within the whole group and in smaller groups. Organisers will draw specific ideas, questions, and concerns from participants’ position papers that will shape workshop activities and themed discussions. Participants’ position papers will also shape post workshop plans, which will be identified pre-workshop to give participants the opportunity to identify how they would like to contribute to taking learnings from the workshop forwards (e.g. working groups with specific teams). Position papers will also inform organisers about participants’ technical tool preferences (e.g. Miro, Teams, Zoom) which will help support accessibility.

6.1 Schedule

13:00 Introductions from everyone, and goals of the workshop (25 min)
13:25 Presentation from Marije Nouwen (Mintlab, KU Leuven) on the use of remote probes in interaction research with children (6-10 years) and their grandparents to explore dislocated and asynchronous play environments (5 min)
13:30 Presentation from Lili Golmohammadi (UCL Knowledge Lab) on remote participatory workshops with international research participants during pandemic (5 min)
13:35 Design contexts: experiences from the field. Whole group discussion to share learnings. Specific common themes conveyed by participants are identified. (45 min)
14:05 Break (15 min), option to stay and chat or get up and stretch.
14:20 Small group discussions based on learnings from the first group activity to identify opportunities, challenges, and solutions/guidelines in relation to design contexts. (45 min)
15:05 Break (10 min), option to stay and chat or get up and stretch.
15:15 Presentations of small group work from the previous activity. Whole group discussion around gathered examples and identifying key design guidelines as proposed solutions to that enables children’s whole body interaction in remote co-design settings. (45min)
16:00 Whole group plenary activity. (15 mins)
16:15-16:30 Workshop end, thank yous and well wishes before we say goodbye.

7 POST WORKSHOP PLANS

The format of the outcomes after the workshop will be shaped by (1) the prospective participants’ submissions and a pre-workshop thought gathering, in which we ask about the types of collaborative activities they would like to become involved in, and (2) findings that emerge during the workshop based on participants’ discussions around the workshop themes. We ask for successful applicants to fill in a sign-up sheet for post-workshop working groups for example for co-writing and article with design guidelines drawn from the ideas from the workshop, research proposal planning or other activity. Specific meeting dates for each working group will be proposed to ensure the workshop activities will continue.

Possible publication outlets include conferences (e.g. CHI) or relevant journals, and publications will also be shared on the workshop webpage and circulated across the IDC community.

Furthermore, we will publish a summary of insights from the workshop on the workshop website www.remotewholebodyinteraction.wordpress.com as well as a dissemination blog post distributed via organisers’ institutions and social media.

8 CALL FOR PARTICIPATION

8.1 Title

Developing Ideas and Methods for Supporting Whole Body Interaction in Remote Co-Design with Children
8.2 The format and goals of the workshop

Half Day virtual workshop (see Workshop Structure for more details). The goals of the workshop are:

- Gather examples of work to date around remote embodied design with children and young people aged 2-18 years
- Identify dimensions of practical and theoretical approaches that support remote design for and with children from an embodiment perspective
- Development of practical tools, technologies, and ideas to support children’s participation and inclusion in remote settings.
- Launch collaboration opportunities that take learnings from the workshop further after the workshop through specific post-workshop working groups (for example to co-write an article, plan research proposal or other, suggested by participants in their position paper submission and crystallised via pre-workshop thought gathering)

8.3 Submission

Up to 2-page submission paper using CHI Extended Abstracts format: https://www.acm.org/publications/taps/word-template-workflow

8.4 Requirements for position papers

We invite submissions from academic and non-academic practitioners with research or practice-based experience with children and young people (aged 2-18 years) and who have worked or have an interest in working with children in a remote setting from a whole body perspective. The workshop’s main focus is understanding ways in which to support of whole body interaction and multimodal communication. We are interested in developing methods and ideas around conducting such work through body-based activity and understanding design implications, for example, in designing tangible, movement-based or virtual interaction experiences for and with children.

In their submission, prospective participants are asked to:

- outline their research or practice-based work experience with children and digital technologies
- identify challenges and strategies for co-design methods development in a remote setting when the focus is on preserving the notion of the whole body in interaction
- reflect on whole body perspective of involving children in research. This could be, for example, a position statement from the perspective of critical design, or a set of research questions.
- A personal aspiration should revolve around the question on how to be inclusive when doing remote co-design with children, and whether our current, new and adopted theoretical frameworks open-up our analytical lens when performing and analysing whole body interactions in remote-research settings.

8.5 The participant selection criteria

Workshop organisers review submissions from prospective participants according to the ways in which these can invoke inspirational and even surprising ideas around the themes of the workshop, as well as the diversity of background and experiences.
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